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Today, Lt. Governor Karyn Polito and House Speaker Robert DeLeo toured MassRobotics, the innovation hub for robotics and connected
devices in Boston, and met with executives and interns from growing Massachusetts companies that have benefitted from the MassTech
Intern Partnership program
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The Intern Partnership is a six-year old program from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts which provides cash stipends to support
internships at growing tech companies. The visits included discussions with each of the companies and demos of their innovative
products.
“Massachusetts’ highly skilled workforce is a key driver of the Commonwealth’s leading innovation economy, and ensuring a robust
pipeline of new talent continues to be a priority of the Baker-Polito Administration,” said Lt. Governor Polito, who co-chairs the
Commonwealth’s STEM Advisory Council. “Successful programs like the MassTech Intern Partnership, which has supported nearly 800
interns at startups across the state, provide hands-on training opportunities at growing companies, bolstering the companies’ operations
and giving participants a foothold into the job market.”
“The MassTech Intern Partnership Program sends a powerful message to innovators and entrepreneurs in the Commonwealth and around
the globe: when it comes to the innovation economy, Massachusetts is the place to be,” said House Speaker Robert A. DeLeo. “I am very
proud of the success of this House-initiated program and I thank MassTech for its passionate commitment to implementing it, as well as
the companies and students who have participated.”
“MassRobotics is glad so many of our startups were able to take advantage of the MassTech Internship program and we were honored to
host Lt. Gov Polito and Speaker DeLeo to highlight some of their work.  It is important to expose students to technology developed in the
state and to the variety of jobs that are available at these tech companies to get them excited about a career in a STEM field.  The
MassTech Internship program gives early stage start-ups the opportunity to bring in the qualified student interns to help them grow,”
said Tom Ryden, executive director at MassRobotics.
Since the program’s launch in 2013, the Intern Partnership has supported nearly 800 interns at 324 tech firms across Massachusetts.
These college and graduate student interns worked in a wide variety of technology companies in fields such as robotics, IoT, digital health,
software and platform companies, cybersecurity, marketing tech, manufacturing, AI, education tech, big data and FinTech.
The Intern Partnership gives recent graduates a start into competitive industries that often rely on employees with prior experience, even
at the entry level. The program increases the likelihood of students staying in Massachusetts after they graduate by rooting their
technology career networks at in-state companies. The stipends also help small, fast-growing companies hire student interns that
otherwise would not have the financial resources to support. In doing so, the program promotes economic equity, as many students lack
the financial stability to pursue these valuable opportunities valuable as unpaid interns.
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MassTech’s 2019 internship program supported 200 interns at 112 Massachusetts firms. This year, the program focused on the promotion
of four priority sectors, which were the top sectors for intern placement, with robotics (47 interns) leading the way, followed by digital
health (41), Internet of Things or IoT (19), and cybersecurity (9). The remaining interns were placed at a variety of tech sector companies.
Launched in 2013, the Intern Partnership is managed by the Innovation Institute at MassTech.
More information can be found at http://www.masstech.org/intern
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Applications for the next round of the stipend program will open in spring 2020.
Download or find additional high resolution photos here (https://www.flickr.com/photos/massgovernor)
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About the Innovation Institute at MassTech 
 
The Innovation Institute is the entity that advances a core mission of the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative: improving the
conditions for innovation and cluster growth across the Commonwealth.  Created in 2003, the Innovation Institute intervenes in the
economy in the following four ways:
Conducts research and analysis that improves the state’s understandings of unmet needs and opportunities in the state’s innovation
economy;
Serves as convener and key strategic broker on the landscape;
Manages high-value projects on behalf of the Commonwealth; and
Makes strategic investments in support of innovation-based economic development. 
In addition, the Innovation Institute provides support for priority industry clusters such as Big Data, Advanced Manufacturing, the Internet
of Things (IoT), Cybersecurity, and Robotics; supports cluster growth through university investments; and manages specialty funds such as
the Entrepreneur Mentorship Initiative, and the Global Entrepreneur in Residence (GEIR) Program.
 
For more information visit https://innovation.masstech.org/
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